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Abstract

This paper presents a new and comprehensive strategy for planning minimum cycle time tool
trajectories subject to both machining process related constraints, and also limitations of the feed
drive control system. The machining process is considered by computing the workpiece-tool
engagement along the toolpath and setting local feed limits to maintain a specified resultant cut-
ting force. The drive constraints are considered by limiting the velocity, acceleration, and jerk
magnitudes commanded to each actuator. Feed profiling is realized with uninterrupted accelera-
tion transitions, capable of spanning multiple toolpath segments. Effectiveness of the proposed
strategy is demonstrated in sculptured surface machining experiments.
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This paper presents a new and comprehensive strategy for planning minimum cycle time tool trajectories subject to both machining process related 
constraints, and also limitations of the feed drive control system. The machining process is considered by computing the workpiece-tool engagement 
along the toolpath and setting local feed limits to maintain a specified resultant cutting force. The drive constraints are considered by limiting the 
velocity, acceleration, and jerk magnitudes commanded to each actuator. Feed profiling is realized with uninterrupted acceleration transitions, capable 
of spanning multiple toolpath segments. Effectiveness of the proposed strategy is demonstrated in sculptured surface machining experiments. 
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1. Introduction 

Productivity and part quality are often competing objectives in 
manufacturing. In freeform machining of aerospace, automotive, 
die and mold, and biomedical components, complex geometries 
need to be produced in minimum time and cost, while preserving 
the given dimensional accuracy and form integrity specifications. 
Thus, process planning requires attention to both the machining 
mechanics and also the machines’ dynamic capabilities. 

Significant amount of research has been dedicated to modeling 
and optimizing 3- and 5-axis milling operations from a cutting 
mechanics standpoint ([1][2] and [3][4]). A parallel stream of 
research has studied trajectory generation, with the aims to 
improve toolpath smoothness for better part quality [5][6][7], 
and reduce cycle time by optimizing the feed subject to kinematic 
and dynamic limits of the drives [8][9][10][11]. In recent years, 
these efforts have begun to merge, leading to Virtual Machining 
Systems (VMS) where the cutting mechanics and CNC response 
are considered jointly in process simulation and optimization 
[12][13][14]. For example, the comprehensive VMS proposed by 
Merdol and Altintas [13][14] enables the material removal rate to 
be maximized subject to a large number of cutting process 
constraints, while also considering the CNC’s trajectory planning 
for linear and circular toolpaths which are interpolated using  
acceleration-bounded feed transitions within the NC blocks [15]. 

In our paper, building on the earlier works in VMS, the cutting 
process mechanics is integrated with a comprehensive trajectory 
planning algorithm that is more suitable for freeform milling. The 
algorithm generates B-spline toolpaths, and time-optimized 
acceleration- and jerk-bounded axis trajectories by modulating 
the feed across large numbers of NC blocks without any 
unwanted interruption. This proposed integration provides: 
1. The ability to machine freeform parts correctly, in minimum 

time, and in first trial; due to mitigation of some of the major 
factors that cause tool overload and tolerance violation; 

2. A transparent interface for process planning; where the tool 
and workpiece motion (hence, engagement conditions) can 
be calculated accurately throughout the program, rather 
than being implicitly computed in the CNC after-the-fact. 

2. Cutting process model 

One of the most critical issues in complex freeform ball end 
milling is finding the engagement region between the tool and 
workpiece. Since entrance and exit angles along the tool axis 
varies from one cutter location (CL) point to another, the 
precision of simulated cutting forces is highly dependent on the 
accuracy of the engagement modeling. Using a Parasolid kernel, a 
cutter-workpiece engagement (CWE) model has been developed 
to calculate the instantaneous engagement map at each CL point 
[4]. An illustration of 3D and 2D engagement zones for a freeform 
surface is shown in Fig. 1. After 3D modeling, a 2D map of the 
engagement zone is generated to calculate the entrance and exit 
angles along the cutter axis with respect to the cross feed 
direction. A mechanistic force model, using polar sampling (for 
improved accuracy around the ball end tip), has been developed 
to estimate the cutting forces at each CL point. Fig. 2 shows the 
cutting force components that can be estimated using Eq. (1) [4]. 
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Above, rcK , cK  and tcK  are radial, axial, and tangential 

cutting force coefficients, reK , eK  and teK  are the cutting edge 

coefficients, respectively. cdA  and dZ  indicate instantaneous 

chip load and integration thickness along the tool axis. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Solid modeler based 2D CWE model. 
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For estimation of the instantaneous resultant cutting force, an 
appropriate transformation matrix is required to transfer the 
elemental forces from local coordinates to the measurement 
coordinate frame. By integrating the transformed elemental 
forces along the cutting edge for each flute, the instantaneous 
resultant force acting on the cutter is estimated [16]. 

The simulated and measured resultant forces for five toolpaths 
are shown in Fig. 3. These are for a two-flute ball end mill with 6 
mm radius, cutting aerospace grade Aluminum alloy Al-7050 at a 
constant feedrate of 500 mm/min. As can be seen, at some 
instances there is discrepancy between the simulated and 
measured cutting force. This problem is due to the lack of CL 
points generated by the computer aided manufacturing (CAM) 
software, particularly at locations where the engagement changes 
considerably. This can be remedied by integrating the force 
simulation with trajectory planning inside a common platform. 

In traditional milling operations, the feed is kept conservatively 
constant during machining, in order to avoid tool breakage, 
machine tool damage, dimensional errors, and so on. By 
estimating the engagement region and cutting forces at each CL 
point, and utilizing the near linear relationship between feedrate 
and resultant cutting force, a feed scheduling model has been 
developed, similar to the one in [2][13][14]. Using this model, the 

resultant cutting force is regulated around a specified limit limF , 

so that when the engagement region is small, the feedrate is 
increased automatically, in order to shorten cycle time and boost 
productivity. As can be inferred from Eq. (1), any differential 

cutting force component jdF  can be related to the feedrate f  as: 

BAfdFj   (2) 

Above, A  and B  are constants. Eq. (2) applies for a wide range 
of rough and finish machining conditions, where ploughing is not 
a dominant deformation mechanism. The cutting force based feed 
limits are determined by running the process simulation at two 

different constant feed values ( 1f  and 2f ) and logging the 

resultant cutting force ( iF ,1 , iF ,2 ) at each CL point. Here, iF ,1  is 

the simulated resultant force at point i  for feed 1f , and iF ,2  for 

feed 2f . The feed limit at each point i is then determined as: 

1,1,212,1limlim, )/())(( fFFffFFf iiii   (3) 

Fig. 4 shows the feed limits generated by this strategy, in order 
to keep the resultant cutting force at 250 N. The scheduling was 

computed after running two simulations, one for 1f =500 

mm/min, and the other for 2f =1000 mm/min. 5000 mm/min 

was the maximum cutting feed limit set in the CNC.  

3. Feed drive limits 

The drive limits considered are axis velocity, acceleration, and 

jerk ( maxr , maxr , maxr ). Limiting these helps preserve drive 

component life, avoid actuator saturation, and limit the dynamic 
positioning errors and structural vibrations [9]. Expressing the 
tool position ))(( tsrr   as a function of arc displacement ( s ) 

evolving over time ( t ), the commanded trajectory, at toolpath 

segment k , should satisfy: 
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To ensure that a feasible feed limit kf  can be found, the 

tangential acceleration and jerk magnitudes ( a  and J ) are set to, 
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For efficiency, kf  is solved using bisection while checking Eq. 

(4). Since the signs of tangential acceleration and jerk are not 
known ahead of time, there is some conservativeness caused by 
having to apply the triangle inequality (i.e., |||||| BABA  ).  

Nevertheless, this approach yields feed limits that are calculated 
efficiently, and obey the specified drive constraints while making 

reasonably good use of the drives’ capabilities. When solving kf , 

to further reduce cycle time, the envelope of possible acceleration 
magnitudes is considered, as shown in Fig. 5, for jerk limited 
motion within the achievable feed range of ],0[ V . 

4. Overall optimization scheme 

The proposed optimization scheme, which integrates the 
cutting process model and feed drive limits, is shown in Fig. 6. 
The toolpath is planned in commercial CAM software as CL data 
(Fig. 6a). The CAM model and CL points are used to resolve the 
engagement geometry (Fig. 6b), which makes it possible to 

 
 

Fig. 2. Illustration of cutting force components. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Predicted and measured resultant cutting forces. 

 
 

Fig. 4. Force based scheduled feedrate for each CL point. 

 
 

Fig. 5. Envelope of possible acceleration magnitudes for piecewise 
constant jerk motion [16]. Jerk, acceleration and velocity limits: J, A, V. 



predict cutting forces. By simulating forces for the toolpath at two 
different constant feeds, the relationship between feedrate and 
the resultant cutting force is determined for the individual cutter 
locations (Fig. 6c). This is used to determine the local feed limit, 
imposed by the cutting process (Fig. 6d), as a function of tool 
progression (i.e., arc displacement ( s )) along the toolpath. 

The CL points are smoothened into 2C  toolpaths by fitting 

cubic B-splines (Fig. 6e) [17]; which are efficiently parameterized 
considering four successive points at a time. Then, the B-spline 
toolpaths are converted into cubic polynomials, which are 
suitable for interpolation. B-spline parameterization ensures that 
unwanted geometric fluctuation does not occur, due to its ‘convex 
hull’ property. Each toolpath segment is then divided (illustrated 
as #1, #2, #3, and #4 in Fig. 6e), to allow less conservative setting 
of feed limits, which depend on the local geometric derivatives. 

Since spline arc lengths are not known ahead of time, the B-
splines are parameterized using the average chord length 

( kUu0 ), computed by taking the mean of three consecutive 

chord lengths ( 3/)( 21   kkkk lllU ). After the toolpath is 

parameterized, the actual arc length ( s ) is integrated 

numerically, by applying Simpson’s rule. Numerical evaluation 
points computed during integration also help to characterize the 
relationship between the spline parameter ( u ) and actual arc 

displacement ( s ). This is approximated with a feed correction 

polynomial [18], as shown in Fig. 6f. This polynomial allows the 
spline toolpath )(urr   to be interpolated with the desired arc 

displacement ))(ˆ( surr  , thereby eliminating unwanted feedrate 

fluctuation, or discontinuity at segment connections. The feed 
correction polynomial also allows calculation of the geometric 
derivatives of tool position with respect to the arc parameter, 
shown in Fig. 6g, using the chain rule: 
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These derivatives are used to compute the local feed limit due 
to drive constraints, shown in Fig. 6h, using Eqs. (4)-(5). In Fig. 6i, 
the optimized feed profile )(tss   is generated by simultaneously 

considering the feed limits imposed by the cutting process and 

feed drives. The profiling algorithm brings the commanded feed 
as close as possible to the local limits, while guaranteeing a final 
full stop with kinematic compatibility from the initial state. The 
profile adheres to the specified tangential acceleration ( a ) and 

jerk ( J ) magnitudes, and unnecessary zero crossings of the 

tangential acceleration are avoided at segment boundaries. This 
enables smoother motion, yielding shorter cycle time, compared 
to using piece-wise constant feed modulation with smooth 
acceleration transitions in between, as applied in [8][10]. Details 
of the feed profiling algorithm can be found in [19]. 

Once the toolpath and feed profile are parameterized, they are 
interpolated together to generate time dependent position 
commands at a certain sampling frequency, which can be 
programmed into the NC code in ‘inverse-time’ feed mode (Fig. 
6j-Fig. 6k). This frequency was chosen as 160 Hz, which is near 
the upper programming limit allowed by the Fanuc 30i controller. 

In the current state of implementation, the original CL data is 
used both in cutting force prediction and B-spline fitting. This can 
lead to some discrepancy between the predicted and actual 
cutting forces. This is attributed to the lack of sufficiently close CL 
points generated by the CAM software, and minor changes in the 
toolpath caused by B-spline fitting. Next stage of implementation 
targets using the fitted spline toolpath in the force prediction 
steps, for better data resolution and prediction accuracy, as 
indicated with the ‘update’ arrow connecting Fig. 6e to Fig. 6a. 

5. Experimental results 

The proposed strategy was validated in optimizing the roughing 
layer for sculptured surface. The workpiece is Al-7050 and the 
tool is a 6 mm radius ball end mill. The toolpath was generated 
with 0.04 mm tolerance, leading to 11,186 CL points for the 
complete operation. Processing by the solid modeler, applying the 
B-rep method, took 482 s and consumed 1.2 GByte of memory. In 
feed planning, the resultant force limit was set to 200 N. A Mori 
Seiki NMV 5000DCG machining center was used in the cutting 
tests. The drives’ velocity, acceleration, and jerk limits were 
identified by inspecting the corresponding registers in the CNC. 

 The workpiece and toolpaths are shown in Fig. 7a-b. The 
kinematic profiles for a sample pass (#5) are shown in Fig. 7c.  As 
can be seen, the optimized feed profile closely follows the feed 

 
 

Fig. 6. Overall feedrate optimization scheme. 



limits set by the cutting process and drives. When the process is 
dominant, smaller feeds are commanded. During air cutting, in 
mid-pass, drive limits become dominant and higher feeds are 
commanded. The velocity, acceleration, and jerk bounds are 
never exceeded, and the jerk capability of the y-axis is reasonably 
well utilized. However, the limit is (usually) not reached, due to 

the mentioned conservativeness in solving kf  from Eq. (4). A less 

conservative approach is also currently under development. 
The machined part and measured cutting forces are shown in 

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The machining cycle time is compared to the case 
of using only constant feed to achieve the same force limit. As can 
be seen, by applying the presented optimization scheme, the 
overall cycle time for the 17-pass toolpath is reduced by 16%.  
Owing to the roughing nature of the operation, the cutting 
process is dominant in determining the cycle time. In finishing 

operations, different results are expected; where both factors, the 
process and the drives, may play similarly important roles. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper has presented a novel and comprehensive strategy 
for planning minimum cycle time tool trajectories, subject to both 
machining process and machine tool drive limits. The 
implementation has been experimentally validated in rough 
machining of a sculptured surface. Impact of this methodology on 
finishing operations is currently under investigation. 
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Fig. 7. Roughing toolpath and kinematic profiles for a sample pass. 

 
 

Fig. 8. Roughing layer of sculptured surface. 

 
 

Fig. 9. Resultant cutting forces and cycle time comparison. 
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